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SUPPLIES FOR THE PROFESSIONAL CLEANER

Hydro-Force™ has done it again! Using the latest technology and feedback from cus-
tomers, we’ve created the industry’s most advanced hard surface cleaner. The SX•15 
makes any hard surface job a breeze. Unique airflow system improves recovery of 
water and allows the SX•15 to be used with portables or truck mounts.

See why professionals choose 
Hydro-Force SX•15

Dirty Floors Are A 
Thing Of The Past!

• Tool-less design makes changing the boots a breeze! EZ-LOC™ boot uses no screws or pop 
rivets, simply release three locking levers to change your boot on the fly!

• Includes both a hard boot and brush ring for smooth or rough surfaces

• Industry-leading 15” cleaning path allows you to clean 25% faster than 12” models.                   
Less time = more money.

• Radial vacuum line provides for more even removal of water and soil than competitive 
designs so your floor dries faster

• Deck has a self-adjusting vacuum relief to prevent annoying sticking from excess suction

• Low profile allows the unit to fit under toe kicks

• Ergonomic design: the handles are spaced shoulder-width, lightweight construction 
makes it feel like the machine is floating along the floor and the length is just right for 
both tall and short people

• Durable handle with 2” vacuum all the way to the cleaning head for better air 
flow and faster drying

• Easy-access inline filter makes cleaning the filter a snap. Clean filters 
will prevent loss of water pressure and ensure your always getting peak 
performance.
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